Close App

Touch to request the
registration number
after you purchase the
program.

Active links

Add registration
information

Principals- go to
teacher database
New- create a new
observation
Narrative Observationgo to list of narrative
observations.

Schedule of upcoming
observations. Red
names indicate the
observation is
scheduled for the
current day. Touch the
> to create a new form
or to view the most
recent form.

Enter the principals that you will be observing.
Return to previous screen

Go to
Summative
form.

View forms for the
selected school year

Go to additional evidence.
Red indicates evidence
has been entered.

Enter date and time for next observation.

Touch a heading to sort by the heading.

Narrative Observation list

Touch > to
go to the
observation
Overall rating for
the observation

Summary of rubric scores
from the observation

Create New Observation

Touch a principal
name to create a
new observation
form.

Email form

Touch a
label to see
another set
of buttons.

Lock to prevent
accidental
changing of the
observation.
You can also
unlock the form.

Touch Edit to edit
the buttons.

Generate
rubric results
report
Rubric
scoring
Print, PDF or
Preview
Hide or show
the buttons

Touch a button to
insert the item onto
the running narrative.

Go to top of
narrative
Running
Narrative

Touch a row
and then
touch the X
to delete the
row
Go to bottom
of narrative

Notes for the top of
the report

Shortcut keys to insert
into the narrative.
These buttons can be
modified. By touching
the Edit tab, then the
Tabs/Keys tab.

Comments for the
bottom of the report
Summative
Rating
Touch to enter signature

Touch to edit tab headings

Edit Buttons

Edit buttons on this
layout. Enter items under
each tab. You can store
24 items under each tab.

Automatic code to
be added to the
beginning of the
item inserted into
the narrative.

If the second character is a
colon (:), the automatic
code will not be added
when the item is inserted
into the narrative.

Enter headings
for each of the
tabs

Enter characters or text
for the key shortcuts

OTES Rubric Scoring

Select a heading
for the rubric
Generate
report

Select an item by
touching the item
on the right side.

If the item is to large to
view, touch the number to
see the complete item.

Generated Report

Then touch one
of the two score
boxes to insert
the code for the
item.

View,
print, PDF
or email
the form

Select the Cumulative Rating and
Student Growth Measurement

Final Summative Rating will automatically
calculate after entering the cumulative rating
and student growth measurement.

Touch to add a signature

View history of
all collected data
needed to
determine the
final summative
rating.

